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Abstract
Industrial spraying tasks prove to be some of the most dull, dirty, and dangerous jobs in
the modern day. Although it is a ripe area for automation, justification methods do not typically
account for the potential improvements in the ergonomics of a task from automating it. In addition,
there is a gap in the ergonomics literature in formal methodologies to comprehensively evaluate
an industrial spraying task ergonomically, including all relevant musculoskeletal elements. This
research focuses on first developing a formal, comprehensive methodology for ergonomically
evaluating industrial spraying tasks and attaining a final classification of the ergonomic ranking of
the task. Then, this research shifts to applying this methodology in a case study format to an
industrial spraying task at a manufacturing plant, and the results will be analyzed. Specifically,
this research will then focus on how the results of the ergonomic analysis can be used to drive the
justification and design of potential automated solutions to improve the ergonomics of the task for
the worker. This analysis will show how ergonomics can be a viable and measurable factor in
justifying automated solutions to industrial spraying tasks.
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1. Introduction
Robotics and automation have saved countless lives since their inception in the early 1960s,
from improving a variety of detailed surgeries by providing more high precision operations to
patients [1], to getting humans out of the highly dangerous job of handling hazardous waste
material. With the advent of advancing robotic technologies, there is growing interest in being able
to have robots perform dull, dirty, and dangerous jobs that, in many cases, people do not even
desire to have. However, before implementing or even piloting a robotic solution, companies
almost always require some sort of justification [2]. This process usually involves an economic
justification related to the return on investment of the automation investment. However, the
justification can also be related to other areas, such as the perceived value the automation adds to
business. One often overlooked piece and vital part of this justification for automation involves
the safety and human factors (ergonomics) of the job that is being considered for automation (or
semi-automation). In fact, very few justification methods for automation focus on the actual
ergonomics (human posture, working conditions, etc.) of a job. Could ergonomics be used in the
justification process for automation, particularly for dirty and dangerous jobs?
Industrial spraying operations constitute some of the most dirty and unpleasant jobs across
industries. According to the United States Bureau of Labor and Statistics, industrial spray painting
alone has over 160,000 workers and a higher rate of injuries and illnesses than the national average
rate for all jobs [3]. This fact is not surprising, given that industrial spraying jobs tend to be in hot,
dirty, dangerous, toxic, and physically straining environments. As shown in Figure 1 below,
workers typically wear hazmat suits, work in non-air-conditioned environments, encounter
harmful chemicals in the air, and hold awkward, straining body positions for extended periods of
time.
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Figure 1: Example of an industrial spraying operation performed by a worker
An industrial spraying operation, as defined by The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), is “the employment of methods wherein organic or inorganic materials
are utilized in dispersed form for deposit on surfaces to be coated, treated, or cleaned” [4]. This
spraying operation category encompasses various industries including the construction, shipyard,
marine, and general industries, and includes a wide array of activities from spray painting a
finished automotive to pressure washing dirty parts at a military facility. According to OSHA, the
injuries and illnesses rates of equipment and coating painters is higher than the national average
[3, 5] These relatively high injury and incidence rates may result from inadequately addressing the
long, diverse list of both short and long-term health risks that industrial spraying operations pose
to workers. These risks including lung cancer, permanent brain damage, burns, various cancers,
muscular injuries, kidney damage, and liver damage [6]. If the many risks associated with
industrial spraying operations are not properly evaluated and addressed, workers are faced with
serious and potentially deadly health risks. In addition to these environmental risks and hazards,
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workers still face risks of developing severe MSDs (musculoskeletal disorders), such as tendonitis
in their hands, from holding spraying equipment in unnatural positions for extended periods of
time [7].
While many government safety organizations, such as OSHA, have outlined many of the
environmental risk areas for industrial spraying operations, such as harmful exposure to chemicals,
heat stress, and lack of ventilation for workers [8], many of these organization’s evaluations do
not emphasize and incorporate the physical ergonomics (e.g. body posture, required grip forces,
etc.) of industrial spraying applications. In addition, many of these evaluations make it arduous for
a non-technical worker to perform the ergonomic evaluation, and just give guidelines for
measuring one aspect of the job (e.g. measuring the heat stress of a worker), instead of
incorporating the relevant measures into an overall measure of the ergonomics of the job. For
example, ergonomic studies may reveal that the risk to exposure to toxic chemicals is negligible,
but the risk of heat stress is large. There is currently not a way to combine these two measures, in
this simple example, into a combined score, which gives the overall ergonomic measure for the
job. Thus, there is a need in the ergonomics field and literature for a more understandable, simple,
effective, and musculoskeletal-focused ergonomic methodology and tool for evaluating an
industrial spraying job by incorporating different measures into a combined ergonomic score.
Could a newly developed, ergonomic, musculoskeletal-focused methodology and scoring tool be
used to justify the automation of an industrial spraying task by comparing the score pre-automation
to the predicted score post automation? This research aims to answer these posed questions and
fill the gaps in the literature in the area of the ergonomic justification for automation.
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The objectives of this research are as follows:
1. Develop a methodology and tool to measure the ergonomics of industrial spraying
operations, that focuses on the muscular skeletal hazards instead of mainly the
environmental risks, and is intuitive enough for someone without an ergonomics
background to use.
2. Use this methodology to evaluate the ergonomics of an industrial spraying operation before
and after partially automating the task.
3. Provide a justification for automation based on the results of these ergonomic evaluations.
2. Literature Review
The goal of this literature review is to gain an insight into the current methods and research
in (1) justifying automation, specifically based on the ergonomics of a job, and (2) evaluating the
ergonomics of an industrial spraying operations, with a particular emphasis on the musculoskeletal
aspects of a job. Each of these literature sections are explored further, below.
i.

Automation justification methods
Traditionally, justifications for automation revolve around economic elements such as ROI

or cash flow analyses. These justification methods prove to be an issue in justifying many
automation solutions, because the advantages from implementing some automated (or semiautomated) solutions may not be easy to quantify or calculate in monetary terms [9]. This problem
has been researched before, and the different methods of justification have been explored, such as
economic, analytic, and strategic approaches [2]. Although these different approaches explore
different methods for scoring the benefits of an automated solution, they still focus mainly on the
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operational benefits of the solution (i.e. costs, ROI, quality of product, product flexibility, etc.), as
shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Example of scoring model, incorporating only operational benefits from
automation
Other research has been done in using different types of scoring models to account for a variety of
other operational benefits to consider, such as competitive position, throughput times, and
capacity. Although these methods incorporate more factors into the automation decision, they are
still lacking the ergonomic evaluations of a job that is being considered for automation. Also,
ergonomic factors usually cannot be easily incorporated into a scoring model and into an overall
score easily, as indicated by previous ergonomic research in combining different ergonomic factors
into an overall score [10]. The problems in combining ergonomic measures are usually due to the
interactions between the measures that prevent them from being used in simple weighted factor
model calculations. Thus, there is a gap in the literature in methods that use ergonomics measures
of a job to find a combined value to use in justifying the automation of that job. In addition, there
is also a need in the literature for this methodology applied in a case study setting, and used in the
actual justification for automating a task. One of the unique contributions of this research is a
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methodology that uses ergonomic measures of a job to justify it for automation (or semiautomation), and an example of this methodology applied in a relevant case study setting.
ii.

Ergonomic evaluation methods for industrial spraying applications
Industrial spraying jobs, which are typically dull, dirty, toxic, and dangerous, currently are

and have been excellent candidates for automation. Current ergonomic evaluation methodologies
for industrial spraying operations mostly focus on either the environmental factors personal
equipment (sprayers, personal protective equipment, etc.) [10]. The literature discussing the
environmental factors includes topics such as harmful chemical exposure, ventilation, and personal
protective equipment, to protect the worker [8]. The second main area of focus in the ergonomics
of industrial spraying operations includes technical tool design research to improve the ergonomics
of spraying equipment to reduce the stress and awkward positions of workers’ hands and wrists.
While both of these two areas are fundamental and crucial for assessing the overall ergonomics of
industrial spraying operations, the third factor of assessing the physical stresses and risks for the
worker, is lacking in attention. Although the ergonomics literature is lacking musculoskeletalfocused, formal ergonomic methodologies to evaluate industrial spraying operations, there are
tools developed to assess the main areas of safety concern for industrial spraying operations. These
specific areas include (1) overall environmental, (2) wrist stress, (3) posture (back, shoulders, neck,
etc.), and (4) heat. For each of these areas of concern, there are ergonomic tools to assess each area
individually. For example, the OSHA injury incidence rate addresses environmental risks. The job
strain index assesses risks to the wrist. The WISHA posture screening tool evaluates posture
related risks, and the Health and Safety Executive’s heat stress checklist measures the risks of heat
stress on workers performing any job. Part of the ergonomic framework must include a way to
combine different measures or outcomes from ergonomic tools into an overall score to be used to
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evaluate the overall ergonomics of an industrial spraying operations. The American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) has developed a standard, ANSI/RIA R15.06-1999, that combines
safety elements of a robotic work cell into an overall score, which is used to assess and mitigate
risks to the work cell [18]. This tool and approach is unique, because both allow for the scoring of
factors that may have interactions between them, which cannot be scored using traditional
weighted factor or numerical models.
There are some current examples of musculoskeletal-focused ergonomic evaluations of industrial
spraying operations in the literature, but this research focuses on applying general ergonomics
principles to the unique situation, or case studied. One example of these specific applications is a
physical evaluation of spraying operations in the woodworking industry, which found that workers
were at high risk for developing MSDs in their hands and wrists from awkward positioning and
high forces, resulting from holding the spraying equipment [12]. Researchers and ergonomists
eliminated these MSD risks by applying standard ergonomic principles and creating fixtures,
tables, and better tooling designs to reduce the unnatural postures and forces on the spray painters’
hands for this unique task. Thus, there is a need in the literature for a more formal methodology to
evaluate the physical ergonomics of industrial spraying operations that is clear enough to be
performed by people, who do not have a background in ergonomics. Combining this need for a
more musculoskeletal focused methodology for evaluating an industrial spraying operation, with
the need for a methodology to justify the automation of a task based on its ergonomic evaluations,
leads to the center of this research. This research will meet the two main needs mentioned above
by providing a methodology to evaluate an industrial spraying operation ergonomically, applying
that methodology to a predicted future state automated work cell, and then using the results to
provide a basis of justification for automating the evaluated task.
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3. Problem Statement
The current robotics literature does not have robust, in-depth ways of including or evaluating
ergonomics, when deciding whether or not to automate a certain activity. Additionally, more
specifically, there is not an intuitive, comprehensive methodology in the ergonomics literature for
evaluating the

ergonomics

of

industrial

spraying

operations,

specifically including

musculoskeletal risks. Thus, there is a need for an ergonomic-based focus in the decision to
automate a task and a more formalized musculoskeletal-focused ergonomic methodology to use to
evaluate industrial spraying operations.
4. Methodology
This section explains the specific tools combined to address the four areas of concern for the
safety and human factors of industrial spraying operations (environmental hazards, wrist stress,
posture, and heat stress risks). First, each tool will be explained in-depth. Then, the case study
industrial spraying job will be introduced. Finally, the methodology section will close with an
explanation of a framework to combine these metrics into overall classifications to assist in
justifying the automation of the industrial spraying task.
i.

Tools for the ergonomic analysis
The methodology for the ergonomic analysis of industrial spraying operations were

synthesized from the wealth of literature in the field of ergonomics. Although there are not many
ergonomic measures specifically associated with industrial spraying operations, there are many
methodologies for measuring different postures, muscle groups, and environmental factors. The
problem, then, was figuring out which tools to combine into this methodology to adequately assess
all relevant aspects of the ergonomics of industrial spraying tasks, with a specific focus on the
musculoskeletal aspects of the job. From the current literature on the human factors of industrial
12

spraying tasks, it was evident that the ergonomic risks consisted of the two areas, listed in Table 1
below.
General Risk Area
Environmental [8]

Details
Exposure to chemicals in the air, heat,
burns, etc.)
Musculoskeletal [12]
Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs)in the
wrists, back, hands, shoulders, and other
upper extremities
Table 1: General Risk areas for industrial spraying tasks, from the literature
Using this research knowledge, it was determined that the ergonomic measures should specifically
focus on the more detailed areas, listed below in Table 2. The measure or tool for each of these
areas is shown in the ‘Measure’ column in Table 2. In the following sections, each measure will
be explained further.
Risk Area
Overall
environmental risk

Details
Examples include exposure to harmful chemicals
and substances [8]

Wrists and hands

Loads experienced by the wrists and hands,
specifically from holding heavy equipment in
unnatural postures [12]
Industrial spraying operations typically force people
to hold unnatural positions with [12]

Postures (Lower
Back and upper
extremities)
Heat risk

Measure
OSHA recordable
injuries and
illnesses rate [13]
Job Strain Index
(JSI) [14]

Washington State
Screening Tool
[15]
These tasks typically require workers to work in not
Heat Stress tool
air-conditioned environments in non-permeable
from the Health
protective clothing (ex- HAZMAT suit) [8]
and Safety
Executive [16]
Table 2: Specific risk areas and their measures, for industrial spraying operations

a. OSHA non-fatal occupational injuries and illnesses incidence rate
OSHA, being the main government body that monitors job safety in the United States, has
developed a variety of measures to determine how safe a task is. The non-fatal occupational
injuries and illness incidence rate is defined as “the number of employees per 100 full-time
13

employees that have been involved in a recordable injury or illness” [17]. This incidence rate is a
great measure to compare the relative safety of a task across companies and industries [13]. Thus,
this incident rate measures and covers the general environmental risks of industrial spraying tasks,
such as slips, falls, injuries from equipment, and muscle strains. In order to interpret the incidence
score, certain general thresholds are given by OSHA, as shown in Figure 3, below. For example,
a rate above 8 would be considered to be in the most dangerous category for environmental
hazards. Hazard would be interpreted as dangerous, caution would be risky, and no risk would be
safe. In addition, industry standards can be used to evaluate an OSHA incidence rate score. For
example, the average OSHA incidence rate across the manufacturing industry in Texas can be used
to benchmark acceptable OSHA incidence rates for manufacturing facilities in Texas.

Figure 3: Example of general thresholds for OSHA incidence rates (R)
b. Job Strain Index
Given that almost all industrial spraying tasks involve holding a pressurized piece of
equipment to disperse the cleaning or coating substance, the hands and wrists of workers are at
significant risk for developing a musculoskeletal disorder. The job strain index, developed by
Cornell University’s Ergonomics and Human Factors sector, measures the risk of injury to the
hands and wrists based on the relevant factors of repetition, force, duration, and posture of the
hands and wrists [14], as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Example of the Job Strain Index Evaluation tool for the hands and wrists
[14]
To classify the rating, or level, of each measure in the job strain index tool, the job strain index
tool provides a table with ratings and their various levels. For example, the column for the intensity
of the exertion (1st part of the job strain index tool) was attained by using the table for this measure,
and using the descriptions to best classify the activity being studied. One example of one of these
tables for a measure is shown in Figure 5 below. Note, the rest of the tables for the other measures
can be found in the actual tool, or in the Appendix.
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Figure 5: Job Strain Index table for the ‘intensity of exertion’ measure [14]
After using the provided tables to evaluate the other parts of the job strain index, the user
assigns the appropriate score for each part of the tool, based on the category chosen for each
measure, using the table shown in Figure 6, below. For example, if the user rates the intensity of
exertion as “light”, then the corresponding score for the tool would be a 1. The number in
parentheses below the categorical description gives the numerical score for each measure. Then,
the user multiplies all six numbers together to achieve an overall score, which is interpreted using
a similar scale as shown in the OSHA incidence rate example. Job Strain Index scores greater than
7 are the most dangerous, and are likely associated with musculoskeletal disorder development in
the wrists, such as carpel tunnel syndrome [14]. The other thresholds to use when assessing the
final score are shown below in Figure 7.
16

Figure 6: Job Strain Index table to assign each measure’s number, based on the user’s
assessment [14]

Figure 7: Thresholds to use to interpret results from the Job Strain Index final score
This tool is a great fit to use for assessing an industrial spraying operation, because of workers’
high usage of hands and wrists while performing a spraying task. This specific focus on the
ergonomics of the specific musculoskeletal area of the hands proves to be an essential contribution
to the ergonomics literature in industrial spraying tasks.
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c. Washington State (WISHA) screening tool
To address the ergonomic concerns with the unnatural postures so relevant in industrial spraying
tasks, the Washington State Screening Tool is used, because of the variety of postures and hazards
that it addresses. This tool accounts for many muscle groups and their postures, ranging from the
knee region all the way to the neck. It determines whether a task is a caution, hazard, or safe, by
assessing the time per shift that the operator must spend in a certain position. For example, this
tool indicates a lower back hazard if an operator must keep his or her back bent at an angle greater
than 45 degrees for 4 or more hours per work day [15], as shown in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8: Example of the WISHA screening tool for the lower back
The key advantage of the Washington State screening tool is the variety of muscle groups
and postures it addresses. Table 3, shown below, shows all postures or measures of the WISHA
screening tool. Each of these measures has its own dedicated description and section, like the lower
back (posture) measure shown in Figure 8, above.
Number
1
2

Measure of the WISHA Tool
Lower Back- Posture
Weight/Force
18

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Hands and Wrists- Pinch Grip
Hands and Wrists- Grasp Grip
Repetitive Motion of Hands
Keying
Hand Impacts
Hand-Arm Vibration
Neck and Shoulder- Neck Posture
Neck and Shoulder- Shoulder Posture
Neck and Shoulder- Repetitive Motion of Shoulder

12
Knee Posture
13
Knee Impacts
Table 3: Comprehensive list of measures in the Washington State screening tool
The Health and Safety Executive does not provide an official overall scoring system for
the WISHA screening tool, but they do say that if one or more hazards are present, there needs to
be immediate action taken to reduce the risk to the worker, because very poor ergonomic
circumstances exist. In addition, if the results indicate many caution levels in each of the
measure areas of the tool, there are still risks for the workers developing musculoskeletal
disorders from performing this task. Thus, the following scale to interpret the results of the test,
is shown below, in Figure 9. For example, if the results indicated a hazard in the lower back
measure and a caution level in the hand impacts measure, then the final classification would be
hazard.
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Figure 9: Scale to use to interpret the results from the WISHA screening tool (H stands for
hazard, and C stands for caution)
d. Heat Stress Assessment from the Health and Safety Executive
Another major concern, specifically for industrial spraying tasks, is the risk of heat stress.
This risk is enhanced for industrial spraying tasks, because operators typically wear moisture
impermeable clothing and work in non-air-conditioned environments. Thus, because of this
specific area of heat stress risk, a tool must be incorporated into the overall evaluation methodology
to account for all relevant factors to measure the heat stress a worker experiences, while performing
an industrial spraying job. The Health and Safety Executive, one of the main bodies of Great
Britain that monitors worker safety, developed a heat stress assessment tool that considers all
relevant factors that could lead to heat stress, such as air temperature, metabolic rate, heat coming
from surrounding sources, etc. As shown in Figure 10 below, this heat stress tool guides the user
in assigning a score to each of the relevant heat stress measures, and then gives an overall method
for interpreting the results [16]. The rating of each measure is attained using the tables provided in
the actual tool, such as the table for air temperature, shown below in Figure 11. The remaining
tables for this tool are found in the appendix.
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(3 or more scores > 1) = hazard

Figure 10: Example of the heat stress measures in the Health and Safety Executive’s
heat stress evaluation tool [16]

Figure 11: Example of the table to determine the rating for each measure in the heat stress
assessment tool
The results can be interpreted by counting the number of areas where the score is greater than 1.
For example, the overall heat stress ranking would be classified as a hazard if 3 or more measures
resulted in scores greater than 1. The thresholds for each of the levels are shown below in Figure
12. This heat stress measure is combined with the other 3 ergonomic measures to constitute the
ergonomic methodology for evaluating industrial spraying tasks.
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Figure 12: Scale to use to interpret the results from the Health and Safety Executive’s heat
stress assessment tool

ii.

Application of the ergonomic methodology (Case Study)

This section aims to clarify and demonstrate the developed methodology in the context of a
real-world case study. For the case study, this methodology was used to evaluate a real world
industrial pressure washing task at a manufacturing facility. The facility’s identity is kept
confidential for privacy reasons.
a. The industrial spraying task studied
The industrial spraying operation analyzed in the case study consists of cleaning several types
of small manufacturing, military parts using two pressure washing methods: (1) high temperature
and (2) high pressure power washing. The main difference between these two types of pressure
washing lies in the fact that the high-pressure method provides enough power to strip paint off
parts, such as panels from vehicles. To effectively assess this industrial spraying task, it was
essential to define the complete scope of the different spraying methods, because each method
requires workers to use different spraying equipment with different ergonomics positions. For
example, the high pressure spraying method had a longer spraying wand that allowed the operator
to have a more straight back, than the high temperature method, which required the operator to
bend over more. Finally, it is important to note that for this spraying task, 80% of the work requires
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the high temperature method, while 20% of the work requires the high-pressure method. This
information was attained from the managers of this job area.
b. Ergonomic Measures and Data Collection
OSHA incidence rate calculation
The OSHA incidence rate proves to be a simple calculation, requiring the number of OSHA
recordable injuries and illnesses and total number of worked hours (among all employees
performing that job) over a period. Then, the formula standardizes the injury and illness data to
span over 100 employees to allow companies to evaluate how safe a certain job is. The actual
calculation is shown in the equation below.

𝐼𝑅 (𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒) =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑂𝑆𝐻𝐴 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑢𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 ∗ 200,000
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑒 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑑

Equation 1: OSHA recordable injuries and illnesses equation [13]
For example, for the actual spraying job analyzed, there were 5 recordable injuries or
illnesses recorded over a period of 2 years, in which 14 employees worked a total of 38,720 labor
hours. These inputs were used to calculate the incidence rate for this task, and were used to
analyze the overall safety of the work environment by comparing this number to industry
standards. For this case study, the data needed (i.e. the recordable injuries and illnesses incidents
over a certain period, and the total amount of work hours, worked by all employees, in that time),
was attained from the safety and risk department at the manufacturing plant.
Job Strain Index calculation
The Job Strain Index calculation method first requires the analyst to use the relevant tables to
classify each of the six measures of the tool (intensity of exertion, duration of exertion, etc.).
Once each of the measures is rated as best as possible, the overall score is calculated by
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multiplying the six ratings together, to attain an overall job strain index score. This score
indicates how hazardous the task is to the hands and wrists. Most of the measures were easy to
rate, such as the speed of the work, duration per day, and efforts per minute. However, the
intensity of the exertion was difficult to rate due to the subjectivity of the person performing the
ergonomic analysis. Thus, providing a range of values (e.g. a 1 (light) or 2 (somewhat hard)) is
sufficient, if it is difficult to decide between different categories. Finally, the duration of the
exertion was calculated by taking a quick time study measurement of the wrist exertion of
interest. In this case study, the exertion consisted of the wrist being activated from supporting the
heavy spraying wand.
Using the Washington State (WISHA) screening tool
Using the Washington State Screening tool proves to be more arduous and
comprehensive than the first two tools/measures were. Because the tool is designed such that the
thresholds are measured in terms of the amount of time per day a worker spends in a certain
posture, it is necessary to conduct comprehensive time studies of the spraying operation, as it is
normally performed. In the following subsections, the data collection methodologies used will be
explained further.
Conducting comprehensive time studies

The first key part of conducting these time studies is knowing the scope of the task being
studied, and all the activities that constitute the entire task. For example, in the case study, I
studied two types of spraying operations (high temperature and high pressure), each having about
four different activities that required different postures and positions. Each activity had the tasks
of moving parts, getting supplies, performing the actual spraying, and inspecting. Thus, it was
crucial to take time study observations of a very typical mix of parts, where the operators
performed all the tasks normally performed. These actions ensured that my time study
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observations were representative and very close to what the workers do almost every day. By
ensuring the time study observations were comprehensive, I validated that my results could be
extrapolated to this activity. The time studies performed were conducted using standard time
study principles, recording all relevant information about the task, as well as the times and
durations of the different activities the worker performed. This, in turn, was used to estimate the
total time per shift a worker was in a certain posture (e.g. time per shift the worker’s back was
bent more than 45 degrees). There were two types of time studies performed. The first type was
just a general time study of the different activities and their durations. This data could be used to
assess how long the wrist was in a certain posture, because the wrist would be in that same
awkward posture every time the operator was spraying parts. For example, if the operator
sprayed parts 50% of the time from the time studies, in my case, I would know that the wrist was
bent and in an awkward position with a slightly heavy load for roughly 50% of a worker’s
productive work day. The second type of time study was used for the postures that were not
completely tied to a certain activity. For example, bending the lower back more than 45 degrees
occurred during many of the activities, such as spraying, inspecting parts, and moving parts. So,
a method was developed, where I recorded the running total of time the worker spent with his
back bent over in a specific time interval. For example, if I was taking a ten-minute sample, I
would have one timer for the duration of the 10 minutes, and then use a stopwatch to start and
stop the time when the worker would be in the bent posture, or non-bent posture, respectively.
By ensuring again that the second type of time studies encapsulated all the worker’s activities, I
was able to extrapolate the time study information to the overall job. The result of the time study
data collection, were percentages that were used as proxies to estimate the total time per work
day in a certain posture. It was crucial to use this proxy technique, because the data collection
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period only allowed for about four hours of time studies to be collected. To get the total amount
of time spent in a certain posture, per shift, the % of time spent in that posture from the time
studies was multiplied by the number of productive hours in a shift and then by the weight factor,
which accounted for the type of spraying technique the worker was using (high temperature or
high-pressure spraying). Figure 13, below, shows an example of the excel workbook and
calculations for using this proxy method to determine the amount of time per shift that workers
spent in the different, stressful postures. This data collection procedure was done for the other
measures of the WISHA screening tool (i.e. lower back, shoulders, grip, etc.) in order to assess
the time workers spend in those postures per shift.

𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 bent over 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 = % 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 ∗
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 ∗ 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡 = 65.6% * 8.75 hours * 80% = 4.59
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Figure 13: Example of the strategy for to use the time study data to determine the time the
worker spends in each stressful posture per shift
Heat Stress Assessments
Similar to the first two tools (OSHA incidence rate and the job strain index), the heat
stress tool is used by categorizing the different measures of the tool based on the descriptions.
For example, I simply observed and stood in the area of work to gauge the air temperature of the
task. Again, many of these classifications are subjective, but the user can distinguish the different
categories from each other relatively easily. So, to collect the data to use the heat stress tool, the
user needs to go to where the work is being performed to observe and feel the surrounding
environment. Once each measure is classified, the corresponding score is assigned to the
measure (e.g. a 1 for air temperature, 2 for air velocity, etc.). Finally, the scores are tallied and
interpreted according to the scale presented above in Figure 12.

iii.

Method for combining measures- EMIT model

Because these tools were combined as part of this research, to create a unique, intuitive
methodology to evaluate industrial spraying operations, a methodology for combining the scores
was derived. Due to the nature of the interactions between the different measures, a simple
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weighted factor model would not prove adequate for deriving an overall score for the overall
ergonomics of the spraying task. For example, if three of the tools came out in the ‘no risk’
category, but the heat stress tool resulted in a hazard, a weighted factor model may categorize it
as safe, when it is indeed hazardous, since just one of the measures was classified as a hazard.
Thus, a more robust methodology is needed to classify the four tools as one overall score.
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) provides a model and safety standard for
Industrial Robots and Robot Systems, called ANSI/RIA R15.06-1999 [18]. In this framework,
multiple classifications are combined into certain overall ranks, based on the levels of each
classification, much like a decision branch and tree model. This framework is shown below in
Table 4.

Table 4: ANSI/RIA R15.06-1999 Risk reduction classification matrix [18]
In addition to providing a means of classifying the different levels of each category
(severity, exposure, avoidance) as an overall score, this ANSI framework provides requirements
for improving the safety of the robotic work cell. It requires all R1 and R2 risk levels to be
improved, so that they become R3 or R4 risk levels (very low risk). Regarding the task of
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combining my four ergonomic tools for the industrial spraying operations ergonomic analysis,
the ANSI model provides an excellent inspiration and framework.
Thus, inspired by the ANSI/RIA R15.06-1999 risk management framework, I developed
a model, called the EMIT (Ergonomic Measures Integration Tool) model, to combine the results
of the four ergonomic tools into a combined metric. The definition of terms in the model are
shown in Figure 15 and part of the actual model is shown in Figure 16, below. The rest of the
model can be found in the appendix.

Figure 15: Definitions of terms and classification categories for the EMIT model

Figure 16: Part of the actual EMIT model to combine the ergonomic metrics
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This EMIT model contained the full list of potential outcomes all the possible scores of
using the four tools. The “combination of scores” column contains the full combination of scores
from the results of each individual ergonomic tool (OSHA incidence rate, job strain index,
WISHA screening tool, and the heat stress tool), which is then used to assign the overall score to
that combination. The scores range from R1 to R4, with R1 being the most dangerous
ergonomically and R4 being the safest ergonomically. To use this tool, users would first get the
results (Hazard (H), Caution (C), or No Risk (N)) from each of the four ergonomic tools, and
then find the associated ranking using the model. Note, the ranking criteria for the model is
shown in Figure 15. For example, R1 tasks have either 2 or more hazards or 4 cautions from the
results from the four ergonomic tools. Thus, for example, an HHNN combination would result in
an R1 classification, because it has two or more hazard levels. The rule for ergonomic risk
reduction is all tasks that are rated as either an R1 or R2 must be reduced to an R3, or, ideally, an
R4 (safe). Thus, this model provides an excellent framework and ergonomically-focused
justification method for implementing an automated (or partially automated) solution, to improve
the ergonomics of the task. The rule provided is that industrial spraying tasks that result in an R1
or R2 have much more justification for automation based on the ergonomics of the task, than
tasks that result in an R3 or R4 score.
5. Results
In the results section, the actual case study results of the ergonomic analysis are presented
and explained. In addition, the final scoring of the combination of each of the ergonomic
measures, will be presented and discussed.
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i.

Current state ergonomic analysis case study- Results

a. OSHA injuries and incidence rate
The resulting OSHA incidence rate for the case study of the industrial spraying operation
analyzed was 25.8. This was derived from using the OSHA incidence rate formula with 2 years’
worth of data from the task studied. The interpretation of this number is that roughly 26 out of
100 employees would have a serious OSHA recordable injury or illness from this job in a span of
two years. As shown in Figure 17, below, the result of R = 25.8 puts this task well over the
threshold for a hazard, and is off the scale. In addition, this task has a much higher risk for
environmental hazards compared to other manufacturing industries in Texas (the same state as
the manufacturing facility from the case study). As shown in Table 5, the OSHA incidence rate
for the task analyzed in the case study was much greater than the average OSHA incidence rate
for manufacturing industries in Texas (25.8 compared with 2.8). Note, the Bureau of Labor and
Statistics records and provides OSHA incidence rates of various industries to allow for safety
benchmarking across industries [13]. Thus, the first tool results in a hazard classification (H).

Figure 17: OSHA incidence rate metric current state results [14]
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Table 5: Table comparing the OSHA incidence rates of the case study task with other
similar industries in the same state
b. Job Strain Index
The scores from the job strain index assessment are shown in Figure 18, below. The scores
for each of the 6 parts of the job strain index tool are shown in the rating row, along with the
description for each classification below it. The job strain index assessment resulted in a range
from 4.5 to 9, depending on whether the intensity of the task should be rated as somewhat hard
or hard. For the purposes of this classification, the resulting overall classification will be the
same whether this measure results in a hazard (H) or caution (C) ranking, so I will choose to
classify it as a caution level. Thus, the final classification of the job strain index for this case
study evaluation is a C.
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JSI = 7

Figure 18: Job Strain Index current state analysis results

c. Washington State posture screening tool
The Washington State posture screening tool assessment resulted in 4 categories (measures)
being in the hazard zone, and the rest of the ten measures being in the no risk zone, as shown in
Table 6. In addition, because 4 measures of the tool were in the hazard zone, the total activity
results in a hazard (H) ranking, as shown in Figure 19 below. Note, the raw time study data
results used for this tool are included in the appendix.
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Table 6: Washington State posture screening tool current state results

Figure 19: Score and results from the WISHA posture screening tool
d. Heat stress assessment tool
The heat stress assessment results indicated 3 measures above 1, and three measures below 1,
as shown in Figure 20. The humidity, clothing, and metabolic rate measures put workers at risk
for heat stress, while performing this industrial spraying operation. Note, that the observations
for this heat stress assessment were taken on cool day, and air temperatures are much higher
during summer months, when performing this spraying task. Thus, the blue arrow shows case 2,
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in the summer months, when it is very hot outside. This does not change the classification
results, as the overall result from this heat stress tool is still a hazard level (H), because 3 or more
of the heat stress measures are above 1 (Figure 21).

Figure 20: Heat stress assessment tool results

Figure 21: Score and results from the WISHA posture screening tool
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ii.

Overall EMIT model results of the current state analysis
The total combination of results from the four ergonomic analysis tools is HCHH. Using

the EMIT tool (Figure 16), the user can read off that an HCHH combination results in an
overall ergonomic analysis score of R1, the highest level of ergonomic risk. Thus, because
the task resulted in an R1, steps should be taken to reduce the overall ergonomic risk to the
worker. One main way to decrease these ergonomic risks is to automate or partially automate
the spraying task. This will be explored in the following discussion/analysis section.
6. Discussion/Analysis
In this section, the results from the case study ergonomic analysis will be analyzed and
discussed. This discussion will include analyzing the results, and then exploring how a
partially automated solution would change the results. Finally, lessons learned from this the
results of the case study will be discussed.
i.

Areas of concern from the results of the classification tool
Based on the results from the full ergonomic analysis, the following areas proved to be

the biggest causes for the unsafe ergonomics of the task (R1 ranking): (1) environmental
safety, (2) wrist, (3) humidity, clothing, and metabolic rate (heat stress), (4) the lower back
posture, (5) hands and wrists-grip, (6) hands and wrists-vibration, and (7) neck posture.
These areas should be what is focused on when designing an alternative to improve the
ergonomics of this industrial spraying task. For example, because bending the neck and
lower back for much of the work day poses great ergonomic risks to workers, solutions
should require workers to bend their backs and necks for much less of the day, which would
result these measures being classified in the no risk category.
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ii.

Using the ergonomic analysis results to drive automation design decisions
Upon deciding to improve the ergonomics of this task with a partially automated solution,

where robots clean the actual parts, engineers can use the results of the initial ergonomic
analysis to drive some of the design decisions. For example, the environmental hazards were
a hazard originally, so engineers should design the robotic work cell with extra attention to
environmental hazards such as slippery surfaces, uneven surfaces, and ample warning signs,
along with the robotic work cell safety features, such as an interlocking barrier around the
robot. Secondly, to address the area of risk to the wrist, engineers should ensure that
operators do not have to hold or manipulate controls or parts at awkward wrist angles. For
example, if engineers required workers to hold a certain lever or part at an awkward wrist
position, workers could still be at risk for wrist problems, even though they are not holding
the heavy spraying wand anymore. Regarding postures, engineers should pay special
attention to all postures that were classified as hazards in the original ergonomic assessment,
as well as new, relevant postures that may spring up with the new tasks of the workers. For
example, although workers will not be bending their backs as much to inspect parts,
engineers should ensure workers are not required to bend over to routinely pull levers or
perform their job tasks, when supervising the robots, which will be cleaning the actual parts.
Finally, regarding heat stress, engineers should ensure that the worker’s environment and
metabolic rate are cohesive to the worker, to ensure the heat stress risk is mitigated. One
potentially unforeseen benefit of the ergonomic analysis methodology is the exposure to and
knowledge of the critical ergonomic factors, which should be taken into consideration, when
designing new tasks for workers. Although there are other ergonomic factors (not included in
my methodology) that should be considered when designing a supervisory control task,
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keeping four measures in mind when designing the workers’ new tasks and the robotic work
cell, will greatly improve workers’ ergonomics.
iii.

A potential solution: collaborative path planning, semi-automated work cell
One potential solution to greatly improve the ergonomics of this industrial spraying task

is to partially automate is via collaborative path planning. Collaborative path planning is a
way of using robotic algorithms to generate a path to follow after gathering a point cloud of
data. So, for example, in this partially automated solution to the industrial spraying operation
in the case study, the algorithm and robot arm would automatically plan and execute a path to
clean parts, and perform the actual spraying of the task. The algorithm and robot arm would
generate a path to follow to clean the parts, from a point cloud of the parts, obtained from
scanning the parts with professional scanners. The professional scanners can be seen in
Figure 22, as the black cameras on the walls inside of the work cell. In this solution, the
operator would now be sitting in a climate controlled cell, observing and supervising the task
to ensure the robot and algorithm are working properly. An example of the climate controlled
observation cell is shown as the area next to the steps, shown on the left side of Figure 22. To
be able to reach all of the parts, the parts would be placed on a turn table, which turns the
parts when the robot arm needs to reach specific areas. A potential cell layout is shown below
in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Potential Collaborative Path Planning solution work cell
a. Workers’ new job tasks
Now, because the robot arm now automatically generates a path to clean the parts and
cleans the parts, the worker has a monitoring role, often called a supervisory role. Table 7
shows the worker’s job duties before and after this collaborative path planning solution to
improve worker ergonomics. Basically, the worker is taken out of holding the heavy,
vibrating sprayer for most of the day, to supervising a robot, while it performs the spraying
task. This drastically improves the physical ergonomics of this task, as will be discussed in
the next subsection.
Before partial automation
(1) Moving parts, (2)
inspecting parts, (3)
gathering supplies,
(4) spraying parts

After partial automation
Worker’s job duties
(1) Supervising the
robots, which are
doing the spraying,
(2) modifying the
robot’s path as
needed, (3)
addressing any errors
made by the robot
Table 7: Worker’s job duties before and after the collaborative path planning partial
automated solution to the case study task
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b. Evaluation of the new, semi-automated work-cell
Based on the workers’ new job duties in this partially automated solution, the ergonomic
analysis will be reassessed to see if the scores will improve, as desired. Note, that the
reassessments are on the new, hypothetical role of the workers in this new, partially
automated industrial spraying operation. Figure 23 shows the results of the ergonomic
analysis performed on the partially automated work cell solution. As shown in Figure 23,
three (job strain index, Washington State posture screening tool, and the heat stress tool) out
of the four measures will almost certainly be classified in the no risk category (N), instead of
the hazard category (H). This is because if the worker does not have to hold the sprayer, bend
over to spray parts, and move parts for most of their day, the posture and wrist risks will
disappear. In addition, because workers will no longer be required to wear hazmat suits in
this partially automated example solution, the heat stress risk will disappear as well. It is
uncertain how the OSHA recordable injuries and illnesses rate would change, when
introducing this partially automated solution, because, although workers will be exposed to
less previously encountered environmental hazards, robots bring their own hazards with
them. Thus, it is uncertain whether or not this solution would actually significantly decrease
environmental hazards. However, since fatigue makes people more at risk to making poor
decisions, which can cause environmental injuries, it is likely that the OSHA incidence rate
will decrease to the caution area. For example, one of the recordable OSHA incidents was a
pulled back. Thus, if workers are not taxed all day from performing the rough spraying work,
they will be less likely to pull muscles. For the purposes of this reevaluation of the
ergonomic analysis, I will assume that the OSHA incidence rate will move from the hazard to
the caution classification. The final combination of scores for the new partially automated
solution is CNNN. Thus, from the EMIT model, this elicits a final score of R4. Therefore, the
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partially automated collaborative path planning solution would greatly improve the overall
ergonomics of this particular industrial spraying task.

Figure 23: Overall results of the ergonomic analysis before and after the partially
automated solution
c. Justification for automation
Overall, the resulting score of R4 from the ergonomic evaluation of the partially
automated solution shows that the ergonomics for workers drastically improved from
implementing this solution with automation. Thus, this provides a justification for
automation from an ergonomics perspective. Although other factors will likely still be
considered when automating, such as the financial return on investment and productivity, this
ergonomic measure is also important in justifying automation. Although improvements in
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safety can, to some degree, be quantified in dollars, protecting employees should be a top
priority for companies.
7. Conclusions and future work
This research accomplished the initial goals of the analysis, namely creating a tool to
comprehensively evaluate the ergonomics of industrial spraying tasks, using the tool to assess a
task before and after implementing a potential partial automated solution, and using these results
to justify a solution involving automation. The overall conclusions from this research are as
follows:
1. Industrial spraying tasks can be comprehensively evaluated, and the tool developed from
this research can be used by people without ergonomics backgrounds to evaluate the
ergonomics of any industrial spraying task.
2. The ergonomic methodology derived from this research can be used to effectively
improve the ergonomics of an industrial spraying task by helping to justify automated (or
partially automated) solutions and make design decisions regarding new environments
and work tasks for workers.
While this area of research focused in on one area that commonly results in ergonomic
injuries, industrial spraying operations, this type of research can and should be expanded to
include a variety of other dull, dangerous, and dirty activities, which are excellent candidates for
automation. If this research was expanded to apply to more types of tasks, more and more
companies and groups would be able to make better, more informed decisions regarding
automation and better protecting their employees.
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